2015 Goalkeeping Futures Session 1
Category: Technical: Specialist Skills
Difficulty: Under 18s

Pro-Club: USA Field Hockey
Liz Tchou, Oak Island, United States of America

Description
Introduction to kicking, ready position and basic movement skills (in relation to the ball). Principles of not giving up rebound
opportunities are introduced along with being prepared to play rebounds should they occur. A variety of other save types will be
included through rebound play in the 'Rattle the Fence' games and GKs should be encouraged to ultimately just keep the ball out
of the net during these games.

Move to Save - Kicking I (15 mins)
Focus: Introduction to kicking. Includes ready position and basic
movement skills.
Structure:
•6 reps per set (3 from ‘A’ & 3 from ‘B’). 4 sets per GK (2 on each
side of the goal).
•GK starts on the near post ready to play an imaginary ball that is
on the baseline (short reposition)
•Coach moves ball to release the GK from the post
•Allow GK to move into the shooting lane and set before feeding
the ball
•GK aims to kick the ball out of the circle along the ground
•No rebounders
•(Depending on numbers of GKs and coaches/feeders 2 GKs can
be working in the goal at one time – 1 on each post)
Feeding:
•Push at a pace that requires the GK to generate power
themselves
Coaching Points:
•Symmetrical ready position
•Balanced on the balls of feet with the ability to attack the ball when necessary – excellent preparation should make the kick save
simple
•Kick with Head over Knee over Ankle
•Kick to space i.e. not back to the feeder
•Complete the save – be ready for a rebound
•Save it as you see it – use the most appropriate kick i.e. left foot, right foot and/or cross kick, to get the outcome desired
•Focus on the outcome of the kick
Progression:
1.Start on the opposite post (long reposition)
2.Add target goals on the edge of the circle
3.Vary the feed – bobbling feeds (the ball should still leave the circle on the turf), increase speed, vary the distance of the feed

Move to Save - Kicking II (15 mins)
Focus: Introduction to kicking. Includes ready position and
intermediate movement skills.
Structure:
•6 reps per set (3 from ‘A’ & 3 from ‘B’). 4 sets per GK (2 on each
side of the goal).
•GK starts in the middle of the goal ready to play an imaginary ball
that is on the stroke mark
•Coach calls color to release GK e.g. “RED!”
•GK must touch post before moving into the shooting lane. Allow
the GK to set before feeding the ball
•GK aims to kick the ball out of the circle along the ground
•No rebounders
Feeding:
•Sets 1-2: Push at a pace that requires the GK to generate power
themselves
•Sets 3-4: Increase pace so that good timing from the GK will
result in a strong clear
Coaching Points:
•Symmetrical ready position
•Balanced on the balls of feet with the ability to attack the ball when necessary – excellent preparation should make the kick save
simple
•Kick with Head over Knee over Ankle
•Kick to space i.e. not back to the feeder
•Complete the save – be ready for a rebound
•Save it as you see it – use the most appropriate kick i.e. left foot, right foot and/or cross kick, to get the outcome desired
•Focus on the outcome of the kick

Progression:
1.Add a rebounding GK on the stroke mark
2.Add target goals on the edge of the circle
3.Vary the feed – bobbling feeds (the ball should still leave the circle on the turf), increase speed, vary the distance of the feed

Rattle the Fence I (20 mins)
Focus:Kicking in action.
Structure:
•6 reps per set (3 from ‘A’ & 3 from ‘B’). 2 sets per GK
•GK starts on the far post ready to play an imaginary ball that is on
the baseline (long reposition)
•Coach moves ball to release the GK from the post
•Allow GK to move into the shooting lane and set before feeding
the ball
•GK aims to kick the ball out of the circle along the ground
•Rebounding GKs (2-6) must remain outside the mini-circle and
aim to stop the kick clear and score (encourage quick rebounding)
•Play out each ball until it leaves the circle
•Keep score: 1pt for each ball that does not result in a goal
Feeding:
•Push at a pace that requires the GK to generate power
themselves
Coaching Points:
•Symmetrical ready position
•Balanced on the balls of feet with the ability to attack the ball when necessary – excellent preparation should make the kick save
simple
•Kick with Head over Knee over Ankle
•Rattle the Fence – kick with power to the sidelines
•Complete the save – be ready for a rebound
•Save it as you see it – use the most appropriate kick/save i.e. left foot, right foot and/or cross kick, to get the outcome desired
•Focus on the outcome of the kick
Progression:
1.Rattle the Fence II

Rattle the Fence II (20 mins)
Focus: Kicking in action
Structure:
•6 reps per set (3 from ‘A’ & 3 from ‘B’). 2 sets per GK
•GK starts on the far post ready to play an imaginary ball that is on
the baseline (long reposition)
•Coach moves ball to release the GK from the post
•GK aims to kick the ball out of the circle along the ground
•Rebounding GKs (2-6) must remain outside the mini-circle and
aim to stop the kick clear and score (encourage quick rebounding)
•Play out each ball until it leaves the circle
•If the ball is kicked clear between the red cones the coach always
feeds in a new ball. This feed can be varied including lifting the
ball, increasing the pace and/or encouraging the GK to dive to
make the save
•Keep score: 1pt for each ball that does not result in a goal or a
penalty corner i.e. a dangerously lifted ball
Feeding:
•Set 1: Push at a pace that requires the GK to generate power
themselves
•Set 2: Increase pace so that good timing from the GK will result in a strong clear
Coaching Points:
•Symmetrical ready position
•Balanced on the balls of feet with the ability to attack the ball when necessary – excellent preparation should make the kick save
simple
•Kick with Head over Knee over Ankle
•Rattle the Fence – kick with power to the sidelines
•Complete the save – be ready for a rebound
•Save it as you see it – use the most appropriate kick/save i.e. left foot, right foot and/or cross kick, to get the outcome desired
•Focus on the outcome of the kick
Progression:
1.Alternate short and long repositions
2.Vary the feed – bobbling feeds (the ball should still leave the circle on the turf), increase speed, vary the distance of the feed.
Coaching aids such as Katchets or Obo Deflectas can be used
3.Scoring – 1 bonus point for each ball that results in no rebounds
4.Survive and Advance competition – 1 ball per GK

2015 Goalkeeping Futures Session 2
Category: Technical: Specialist Skills
Difficulty: Under 18s

Pro-Club: USA Field Hockey
Liz Tchou, Oak Island, United States of America

Description
Introduction to smothering (single leg stack). Basic groundwork principles will be introduced during the 'Make the Save I' game
and GKs should be ecplore possible solutions for making second phase saves should they occur.

Kicking Warm Up (15 mins)
Focus: Kicking and footwork warm up
Structure:
A:
•GKs work in pairs ~10 yards apart
•Aim to complete 5 passes through the gate
•Once completed one GK moves back 5 paces. Aim to complete
another 5 passes before the other GK moves back 5 paces
•Target passes and distances can be varied depending on ability
level
B:
•GKs work in groups of 4 ~10 yards apart
•GKs must alternate kicks with their partner
•Aim to complete 8-12 passes through the gate
•Target passes and distances can be varied depending on ability
level
•Once ‘warmed up’ progress to playing Tennis
•GKs must continue to alternate kicks with their partner
•Use regular tennis scoring i.e. 15-0, 30-0 etc.
•A team loses the point when they fail to return the ball through the gate with one touch
Coaching Points:
•Symmetrical ready position
•Balanced on the balls of feet with the ability to attack the ball when necessary – excellent preparation should make the kick save
simple
•Kick with Head over Knee over Ankle
Progression: N/A

Groundwork 101 (20 mins)
Focus: Introduction to smothering (single leg stack)
Structure:
A:
•5 minutes exploration time
•Allow GKs to experiment with the smother shape without a ball on
both sides of their body
B:
•GKs smother through a static ball on both sides of their body
•Progress to include a target for them to clear the ball beyond
C:
•In pairs, one GK acts as a field player and dribbles the ball
forwards on the end of their stick
•The other GK smothers through the ball aiming to clear it beyond
the target area
Coaching Points:
•Smother through the contact – aim to clear the ball
•‘Numbers over the ball’ and aim to make contact with the ball with
the knee area
•Use top hand to protect shoulder area
Progression: N/A

Make the Save I (25 mins)
Focus: Smother in action
Structure:
•4 reps per set. 4-6 sets per GK (alternating which side of the goal
that they start from)
•GK starts on the far post ready to play an imaginary ball that is on
the baseline (long reposition)
•Coach moves ball to release the GK from the post and carries
ball towards the goal
•GK aims to smother through the ball to clear it outside the minicircle
•Rebounding GKs (2-6) must remain inside the mini-circle and
aim to stop the kick clear and score (encourage quick rebounding)
•Play out each ball until it leaves the mini-circle
Feeding:
•Carry the ball into the smothering GK
•Progress to moving the ball laterally and/or lifting the ball as they
smother
Coaching Points:
•Allow hands to drop down the clock face as the distance the ball gets smaller
•Smother through the contact – aim to clear the ball
•‘Numbers over the ball’ and aim to make contact with the ball with the knee area
•Use top hand to protect shoulder area
Progression:
1.Add a second layer of rebounding GKs at the top of the circle. How does the goalkeepers decision making process change if the
ball is rebounded at the top of the circle as opposed to inside the mini-circle?
2.Add a second ball that can be fed directly to the goal or passed to one of the rebounding GKs for them to shoot on goal
3.Keep score: 1pt for each ball that does not result in a goal or a penalty corner i.e. a dangerously lifted ball

2015 Goalkeeping Futures Session 3
Category: Technical: Specialist Skills
Difficulty: Under 18s

Pro-Club: USA Field Hockey
Liz Tchou, Oak Island, United States of America

Description
Introduction to glovework looking at saves to the right, left and body area. Penalty corner logging skills are also introduced.

Kicking Warm Up (20 mins)
Focus:Kicking and footwork warm up
Structure:
A:
•GKs work in pairs ~10 yards apart
•Aim to complete 5 passes through the gate
•Once completed one GK moves back 5 paces. Aim to complete
another 5 passes before the other GK moves back 5 paces
•Target passes and distances can be varied depending on ability
level
B:
•GKs work in groups of 4 ~10 yards apart
•GKs must alternate kicks with their partner
•Aim to complete 8-12 passes through the gate
•Target passes and distances can be varied depending on ability
level
C: ‘Quad Tennis’
•GKs play in pairs in a doubles competition
•Use regular tennis scoring i.e. 15-0, 30-0 etc.
•A team loses the point when they fail to return the ball through one of the gates with one touch
Coaching Points:
•Symmetrical ready position
•Balanced on the balls of feet with the ability to attack the ball when necessary – excellent preparation should make the kick save
simple
•Kick with Head over Knee over Ankle
Progression: N/A

Intro to Glovework (20 mins)
Focus:Introduction to glovework focusing on the 3 zones – left,
right and body
Structure:
•9 reps per set. 4 sets per GK (3 from each ball position)
•Coach can choose 2-3 possible start positions for the GK e.g.
long reposition, short reposition etc.
•Coach moves ball to release the GK
•GK aims to clear the ball out of the circle or over the baseline
depending on the feed location
•No rebounders
Feeding:
•Flick
•A: Right hand/stick save
•B: Feed between shoulders
•C: Left hand save
Coaching Points:
• Symmetrical ready position
•Balanced on the balls of feet with the ability to attack the ball when necessary – excellent preparation should make the glove save
simple
•Head-Hand-Foot connection for all saves
•Guide the ball over the baseline where appropriate
•Right Hand: use glove ahead of stick wherever possible
•Body: use left hand to guide ball across body
Progression:
•Add a change of direction into the movement prior to the save. This could be using cones/strips or, to make it more challenging, by
moving the ball prior to the feed e.g. GK starts on left post, the ball starts at ‘B’. As GK sets to save at ‘B’ the ball is passed to ‘A’
requiring the GK to move again to make the save
•Reduce the number of balls from each location whilst maintaining the overall volume i.e. 9 reps per set, 1 ball from each position for
3 rounds

Hands Up (20 mins)
Focus:Glovework in action
Structure:
•4 reps per set (8 balls in total). 4-6 sets per GK (alternating which
side of the goal that they start from)
•GK starts in a position to play the ball at ‘A’
•Ball is passed from ‘A’ to the coach
•GK repositions with the ball to make the save
•Play out the ball until it leaves the midi-circle
•Once the first ball has been cleared the GK repositions to ‘B’
•Ball is passed from ‘B’ to the coach
•GK repositions with the ball to make the save
•Rebounding GKs (2-6) must remain inside the midi-circle and
aim to stop the kick clear and score (encourage quick rebounding)
•Play out each ball until it leaves the midi-circle
Feeding:
•Flick and/or hit
•In the 3rd and 4th sets keep 1-2 feeds on the floor to ensure that
GKs are not just set to use their hands
Coaching Points:
•Symmetrical ready position
•Balanced on the balls of feet with the ability to attack the ball when necessary – excellent preparation should make the glove save
simple
•Head-Hand-Foot connection for all saves
•Guide the ball over the baseline where appropriate
•Right Hand: use glove ahead of stick wherever possible
•Body: use left hand to guide ball across body
Progression:
1.Add a third ball to be played from the opposite baseline
2.Coaching aids such as Katchets can be used to provide a more random feed

Penalty Corner Defense - Logging I (20 mins)
Focus: Introduction to logging technique
Structure:
•9 reps per set. 2-3 sets per GK at each stage
•GK starts in log position
•Coach/partner feeds ball to designated zone:
•3 to stick
•3 to pads
•3 to body
•A: Start in a log position
•B: Start standing and drop into a log position
•C: Start in the goal, step out and drop into a log position
Feeding:
•Hit – pace and distance can be varied depending on ability level
Coaching Points:
•Stick: Extend with both hands to the ball. Open wrist to guide ball
over the baseline
•Pads: Keep eyes level. Keep hips engaged to keep ball on the
ground
•Body: Keep eyes level. Use left hand to control the ball close to the body
Progression:
•A -> B -> C
•Vavry feed location

2015 Goalkeeping Futures Session 4
Category: Technical: Specialist Skills
Difficulty: Under 18s

Pro-Club: USA Field Hockey
Liz Tchou, Oak Island, United States of America

Description
Development of kicking work to include lunge saves. Various skills will be required for GKs to be successful in 'Make the Save II'
and, whilst basic save-clear principles should always be reinforced, GKs will have to deal with rebound opportunities as well.

Kicking & Glovework Warm Up (20 mins)
Focus: Kicking and glovework warm up
Structure:
A:
•GKs work in pairs ~10 yards apart
•Aim to complete 5 passes through the gate
•Once completed one GK moves back 5 paces. Aim to complete
another 5 passes before the other GK moves back 5 paces
•Target passes and distances can be varied depending on ability
level
•Once ‘warmed up’ progress to playing Tennis
•Use regular tennis scoring i.e. 15-0, 30-0 etc.
•A GK loses the point when they fail to return the ball through the
gate with one touch
B:
•GKs work in pairs ~10 yards apart
•1 GK works whilst the other feeds using underarm throws from a
kneeling position
•Feed 10 balls to the left side of the GK, 10 to the right and 10 down the middle. Swap roles and repeat 2-3 times
C:
•GKs work in pairs ~10 yards apart
•1 GK works whilst the other feeds using underarm throws from a kneeling position
•9 reps per set. 2-3 sets per GK
•GK starts facing away from the feeder. On call turns to make the save
•Set 1: 3 to left hand, 3 to right, 3 down the middle
•Set 2: GK moves to touch cone before turning to face feeder and positioning to make the save. 3 to left hand, 3 to right, 3 down the
middle
Coaching Points:
Kicking:
•Symmetrical ready position
•Balanced on the balls of feet with the ability to attack the ball when necessary – excellent preparation should make the kick save
simple
•Kick with Head over Knee over Ankle
Glovework:
•Symmetrical ready position
•Balanced on the balls of feet with the ability to attack the ball when necessary – excellent preparation should make the glove save
simple
•Head-Hand-Foot connection for all saves
•Guide the ball over the baseline where appropriate
•Right Hand: use glove ahead of stick wherever possible
•Body: use left hand to guide ball across body
Progression: N/A

Lunge Saves (20 mins)
Focus: Development of lunge save technique
Structure:
•5 reps per set. 4-6 sets per GK (alternating which side of the goal
that they start from)
Sets 1-2, 1 ball sets:
•GK starts on the post
•Coach at position ‘A’ moves the ball to release the GK
•Feed to the opposite side of the goal encouraging the GK to lunge
for the ball
•No rebounds
Sets 3-6, 2 ball sets:
•GK starts on the post
•Coach or spare GK at position ‘B’ moves the ball to release the
GK
•Feed the ball from ‘B’
•GK clears ball and repositions to make the lunge save from

position ‘A’
Feeding:
•A: Hit feed that challenges GK to extend to make the save
•B: Flat or bobbling push feed
Coaching Points:
•Symmetrical ready position
•Balanced on the balls of feet with the ability to attack the ball when necessary – excellent preparation should make the kick save
simple
•Kick with Head over Knee over Ankle
•Drive off opposite foot to extend to ball
•Open ankle to direct ball towards sideline
Progression:
•A -> B
•Add reboundering GKs
•Add target gates to kick the ball through
•Vary the movement pattern require prior to the first shot
•Vary feed from position B

Make the Save II (20 mins)
Focus: Various saves in action
Structure:
•3 reps per set (6 balls in total). 4-6 sets per GK (alternating which
side of the goal that they start from)
•GK starts on the far post
•Coach calls the color of one of the cones/strips and GK must
touch cone/strip before repositioning to make the first save
•First ball is fed from ‘A’. Play out the ball until it leaves the midicircle
•Once the first ball has been cleared the GK repositions to ‘B’
•Ball is passed from ‘B’ to the coach who has moved into the gate
between the red cones
•GK repositions with the ball to make the save
•Rebounding GKs (2-6) must remain inside the midi-circle and
aim to stop the kick clear and score (encourage quick rebounding)
•Play out each ball until it leaves the midi-circle
•If the ball is kicked clear between the red cones the coach always
feeds in a new ball. This feed can be varied including lifting the
ball, increasing the pace and/or encouraging the GK to dive to make the save
•Keep score: 1pt for each ball that does not result in a goal or a penalty corner i.e. a dangerously lifted ball
Feeding:
A:
•Push, sweep or hit on forehand or reverse. Encourage lunge saves where possible
B:
•Kick feed from spare GK to coach in the gate between the red cones
•Varied feeds from coach including first time shots, carrying the ball towards goal, faster shots and slower balls that force the GK to
extend/scramble to make the save
Coaching Points:
•Various technical coaching points depending on skills used
•Key game development points include:
•Rattle the Fence – kick with power to the sidelines
•Complete the save – be ready for a rebound
•Save it as you see it – use the most appropriate kick/save i.e. left foot, right foot and/or cross kick, to get the outcome desired
Progression:
•Increase the number of rebounding GKs
•Vary the movement pattern require prior to the first shot
•Increase the number of balls per set
•Play the second ball from the opposite side of the goal

Penalty Corner Defense - Logging IIa (15 mins)
Focus: Development of logging technique and introduction to
rebound play
Structure:
•6 reps per set. 3-4 sets per GK
•GK starts in goal
•Coach feeds ball from ‘A’ to stick or pad side of GK
•GK makes save
•If the ball is fed to the stick side a second ball is fed in from ‘B’
•If the ball is fed to the stick side a second ball is fed in from ‘C’
Feeding:
•A: Hit – pace and distance can be varied depending on ability level
•B and C: push or flick (kick or underarm throw from a kneeling
position if a spare GK is feeding from here)
Coaching Points:
•Stick: Extend with both hands to the ball. Open wrist to guide ball
over the baseline
•Pads: Keep eyes level. Keep hips engaged to keep ball on the
ground
•Body: Keep eyes level. Use left hand to control the ball close to the body
Progression:
•Vary rebound feed distance from the goal
•Vary type of rebound feed
•Progress to Logging IIb

Penalty Corner Defense - Logging IIb (15 mins)
Focus:Logging in action
Structure:
•6 reps per set. 2-3 sets per GK
•GK starts in goal
•Coach feeds ball from top of circle
•GK logs to save aiming to deflect the ball the safety or to trap the
ball close to their body
•Rebounders aim to keep the ball in the circle and score.
Rebounders are limited to one touch only
•Keep score: 1pt for each ball that does not result in a goal
Feeding:
•Hit
Coaching Points:
•Stick: Extend with both hands to the ball. Open wrist to guide ball
over the baseline
•Pads: Keep eyes level. Keep hips engaged to keep ball on the
ground
•Body: Keep eyes level. Use left hand to control the ball close to the body
Progression:
•Increase the number of rebounders
•Introduce left and right slip variations

2015 Goalkeeping Futures Session 5 (1-4 Recap)
Category: Technical: Specialist Skills
Difficulty: Under 18s

Pro-Club: USA Field Hockey
Liz Tchou, Oak Island, United States of America

Description
Review of key skills in action from sessions 1-4 including kicking, glovework, lunge saves and smothering. Keep score for each
game and assign points for rank position after each game (this will vary depending on the number of GKs and session logistics).
At the end of the GK session each GK will have an overall score for all the games.

Rattle the Fence II (20 mins)
Focus: Kicking in action
Structure:
•6 reps per set (3 from ‘A’ & 3 from ‘B’). 2 sets per GK
•GK starts on the far post ready to play an imaginary ball that is on
the baseline (long reposition)
•Coach moves ball to release the GK from the post
•GK aims to kick the ball out of the circle along the ground
•Rebounding GKs (2-6) must remain outside the mini-circle and
aim to stop the kick clear and score (encourage quick rebounding)
•Play out each ball until it leaves the circle
•If the ball is kicked clear between the red cones the coach always
feeds in a new ball. This feed can be varied including lifting the
ball, increasing the pace and/or encouraging the GK to dive to
make the save
•Keep score: 1pt for each ball that does not result in a goal or a
penalty corner i.e. a dangerously lifted ball
Feeding:
•Set 1: Push at a pace that requires the GK to generate power
themselves
•Set 2: Increase pace so that good timing from the GK will result in a strong clear
Coaching Points:
•Symmetrical ready position
•Balanced on the balls of feet with the ability to attack the ball when necessary – excellent preparation should make the kick save
simple
•Kick with Head over Knee over Ankle
•Rattle the Fence – kick with power to the sidelines
•Complete the save – be ready for a rebound
•Save it as you see it – use the most appropriate kick/save i.e. left foot, right foot and/or cross kick, to get the outcome desired
•Focus on the outcome of the kick
Progression:
1.Alternate short and long repositions
2.Vary the feed – bobbling feeds (the ball should still leave the circle on the turf), increase speed, vary the distance of the feed.
Coaching aids such as Katchets or Obo Deflectas can be used
3.Scoring – 1 bonus point for each ball that results in no rebounds
4.Survive and Advance competition – 1 ball per GK

Hands Up (20 mins)
Focus:Glovework in action
Structure:
•4 reps per set (8 balls in total). 4-6 sets per GK (alternating which
side of the goal that they start from)
•GK starts in a position to play the ball at ‘A’
•Ball is passed from ‘A’ to the coach
•GK repositions with the ball to make the save
•Play out the ball until it leaves the midi-circle
•Once the first ball has been cleared the GK repositions to ‘B’
•Ball is passed from ‘B’ to the coach
•GK repositions with the ball to make the save
•Rebounding GKs (2-6) must remain inside the midi-circle and
aim to stop the kick clear and score (encourage quick rebounding)
•Play out each ball until it leaves the midi-circle
•Keep score: 1pt for each ball that does not result in a goal or a
penalty corner i.e. a dangerously lifted ball
Feeding:
•Flick and/or hit
•In the 3rd and 4th sets keep 1-2 feeds on the floor to ensure that GKs are not just set to use their hands
Coaching Points:
•Symmetrical ready position
•Balanced on the balls of feet with the ability to attack the ball when necessary – excellent preparation should make the glove save

simple
•Head-Hand-Foot connection for all saves
•Guide the ball over the baseline where appropriate
•Right Hand: use glove ahead of stick wherever possible
•Body: use left hand to guide ball across body
Progression:
1.Add a third ball to be played from the opposite baseline
2.Coaching aids such as Katchets can be used to provide a more random feed

Make the Save I (20 mins)
Focus: Smother in action
Structure:
•4 reps per set. 4-6 sets per GK (alternating which side of the goal
that they start from)
•GK starts on the far post ready to play an imaginary ball that is on
the baseline (long reposition)
•Coach moves ball to release the GK from the post and carries
ball towards the goal
•GK aims to smother through the ball to clear it outside the minicircle
•Rebounding GKs (2-6) must remain inside the mini-circle and
aim to stop the kick clear and score (encourage quick rebounding)
•Play out each ball until it leaves the mini-circle
•Keep score: 1pt for each ball that does not result in a goal or a
penalty corner i.e. a dangerously lifted ball
Feeding:
•Carry the ball into the smothering GK
•Progress to moving the ball laterally and/or lifting the ball as they
smother
Coaching Points:
•Allow hands to drop down the clock face as the distance the ball gets smaller
•Smother through the contact – aim to clear the ball
•‘Numbers over the ball’ and aim to make contact with the ball with the knee area
•Use top hand to protect shoulder area
Progression:
1.Add a second layer of rebounding GKs at the top of the circle. How does the goalkeepers decision making process change if the
ball is rebounded at the top of the circle as opposed to inside the mini-circle?
2.Add a second ball that can be fed directly to the goal or passed to one of the rebounding GKs for them to shoot on goal

Make the Save II (20 mins)
Focus: Various saves in action
Structure:
•3 reps per set (6 balls in total). 4-6 sets per GK (alternating which
side of the goal that they start from)
•GK starts on the far post
•Coach calls the color of one of the cones/strips and GK must
touch cone/strip before repositioning to make the first save
•First ball is fed from ‘A’. Play out the ball until it leaves the midicircle
•Once the first ball has been cleared the GK repositions to ‘B’
•Ball is passed from ‘B’ to the coach who has moved into the gate
between the red cones
•GK repositions with the ball to make the save
•Rebounding GKs (2-6) must remain inside the midi-circle and
aim to stop the kick clear and score (encourage quick rebounding)
•Play out each ball until it leaves the midi-circle
•If the ball is kicked clear between the red cones the coach always
feeds in a new ball. This feed can be varied including lifting the
ball, increasing the pace and/or encouraging the GK to dive to make the save
•Keep score: 1pt for each ball that does not result in a goal or a penalty corner i.e. a dangerously lifted ball. Assign bonus points for
each ball that results in no rebounds being given up
Feeding:
A:
•Push, sweep or hit on forehand or reverse. Encourage lunge saves where possible
B:
•Kick feed from spare GK to coach in the gate between the red cones
•Varied feeds from coach including first time shots, carrying the ball towards goal, faster shots and slower balls that force the GK to
extend/scramble to make the save
Coaching Points:
•Various technical coaching points depending on skills used
•Key game development points include:

•Key game development points include:
•Rattle the Fence – kick with power to the sidelines
•Complete the save – be ready for a rebound
•Save it as you see it – use the most appropriate kick/save i.e. left foot, right foot and/or cross kick, to get the outcome desired
Progression:
•Increase the number of rebounding GKs
•Vary the movement pattern require prior to the first shot
•Increase the number of balls per set
•Play the second ball from the opposite side of the goal

2015 Goalkeeping Futures Session 6
Category: Technical: Specialist Skills
Difficulty: Under 18s

Pro-Club: USA Field Hockey
Liz Tchou, Oak Island, United States of America

Description
Introduction to diving technique both in open play and penalty corners

Kicking & Glovework Warm Up (20 mins)
Focus: Kicking and glovework warm up
Structure:
A:
•GKs work in pairs ~10 yards apart
•Aim to complete 5 passes through the gate
•Once completed one GK moves back 5 paces. Aim to complete
another 5 passes before the other GK moves back 5 paces
•Target passes and distances can be varied depending on ability
level
•Once ‘warmed up’ progress to playing Tennis
•Use regular tennis scoring i.e. 15-0, 30-0 etc.
•A GK loses the point when they fail to return the ball through the
gate with one touch
B:
•GKs work in pairs ~10 yards apart
•1 GK works whilst the other feeds using underarm throws from a
kneeling position
•Feed 10 balls to the left side of the GK, 10 to the right and 10 down the middle. Swap roles and repeat 2-3 times
C:
•GKs work in pairs ~10 yards apart
•1 GK works whilst the other feeds using underarm throws from a kneeling position
•9 reps per set. 2-3 sets per GK
•GK starts facing away from the feeder. On call turns to make the save
•Set 1: 3 to left hand, 3 to right, 3 down the middle
•Set 2: GK moves to touch cone before turning to face feeder and positioning to make the save. 3 to left hand, 3 to right, 3 down the
middle
Coaching Points:
Kicking:
•Symmetrical ready position
•Balanced on the balls of feet with the ability to attack the ball when necessary – excellent preparation should make the kick save
simple
•Kick with Head over Knee over Ankle
Glovework:
•Symmetrical ready position
•Balanced on the balls of feet with the ability to attack the ball when necessary – excellent preparation should make the glove save
simple
•Head-Hand-Foot connection for all saves
•Guide the ball over the baseline where appropriate
•Right Hand: use glove ahead of stick wherever possible
•Body: use left hand to guide ball across body
Progression: N/A

Intro to Diving (20 mins)
Focus:Introduction to diving
Structure:
•4-6 sets per GK; 5 reps per set
•GK starts on their left post and is released on the coaches call
•The coach feeds from A low to the right hand side of the goal for
the GK to make a diving save
•Sets 1-2: GK starts on left post to dive right
•Sets 3-4: GK starts on right post to dive left
•Sets 5-6: GK alternates which post they start on
Feeding:
•With ball starting at A: Push, sweep or hit feeds
•With ball starting at B: First time push, sweep or hit feeds
Coaching Points:
•Balanced and symmetrical ready position
•Track the ball
•Low dives:
• Push through the ground to dive behind the ball

• Play with numbers facing the ball i.e. GKs should finish the dive on their side and not on their chest
• When diving left use the glove as a primary save zone rather than bringing the stick across to make the save
Progression:
•Start with the ball at B. When the ball is pass to A the GK is released. The coach at A feeds at goal
•Vary the height and type of feed
•Add rebounders

Diving in Action (20 mins)
Focus: Development of diving in ‘game play’
Structure:
•3-5 sets per GK; 5 reps per set (10 balls total)
•GK starts in the middle of the goal
•The coach calls a color i.e. “Blue!” and the GK moves to touch the
corresponding post before repositioning to make the first save
•The first ball is fed from zone A
•Play all rebounds whilst the ball remains inside the circle
•Once the first ball is cleared then the second ball is fed from zone
B
•Play all rebounds whilst the ball remains inside the circle
•Alternate which zone the first ball is fed from
Feeding:
•A: Push, flick or hit (varied feed)
•B: Sweep or hit (the feed should encourage the GK to dive to
make the save)
•Coaching aids such as katchets or OBO deflectas can be used
for one or both feeds as appropriate
Coaching Points:
•Balanced and symmetrical ready position
•Track the ball
•Low dives:
• Push through the ground to dive behind the ball
• Play with numbers facing the ball i.e. GKs should finish the dive on their side and not on their chest
• When diving left use the glove as a primary save zone rather than bringing the stick across to make the save
Progression:
•Reduce the size of the playing circle to either midi or mini size
•Add specific zones for the GK to clear the ball through
•Keep score: 1pt for each ball that does not result in a goal or a penalty corner i.e. a dangerously lifted ball

Penalty Corner Defense - Drag Flick I (20 mins)
Focus: Introduction to drag flick saves
Structure:
•3-6 sets per GK; 5 reps per set
•GK starts in the goal and is released upon the feeders call
•(The feeder may need to a couple of practice flicks to get the
timing right)
•Set 1-2: Coach feeds from A low to the GKs right hand side
•Set 3-4: Coach feeds from A low to the GKs left hand side
•Set 5-6: Coach feeds from A low, alternating between sides
Feeding:
•Feeding can be varied depending on the skills of the coach,
availability of equipment and/or access to field players with
relevant skills
•Initial feeds can be hard pushes or flicks using a regular stick. As
the GKs progress it may be necessary to use a lacrosse stick or
OBO Flicka to create the necessary challenge and ease the strain
on the feeder
•Ball machines can be used during the initial sets to generate
reproducible feeds, e.g. low to the GKs right hand side, but wherever possible the final sets should be done with a stick thereby
allowing the GKs to pick up the cues required to be successful come game play
Coaching Points:
•Encourage GKs to develop a consistent routine in terms of the their preparation and execution of penalty corner defense including
their distance from the line
•Balanced and symmetrical ready position
•Track the ball
•If staying on feet previous coaching points for kicking, lunging and glovework apply
•Low dives: as with previous diving work although the GKs should be encouraged to collapse behind the ball rather than being too
explosive when making low diving saves on penalty corners
•High dives: explode to the ball
Progression:
•A->B->C

•Progress the type of feed as you move from A->B->C. Move from the prescribed feeding at A to more random feeding at B and C
including balls down the middle and at varying heights in the goal. The timing and nature of the progression will depend upon the
ability level of the GKs
•Finish with a competition set such as ‘Survive and Advance’ or most saves from a five ball set wins

2015 Goalkeeping Futures Session 7
Category: Technical: Specialist Skills
Difficulty: Under 18s

Pro-Club: USA Field Hockey
Liz Tchou, Oak Island, United States of America

Description
Introduction to basic pad saves. Various skills will be required for GKs to be successful in 'Make the Save III' and, whilst basic
save-clear principles should always be reinforced, GKs will have to deal with rebound opportunities as well. Penalty corner drag
flick saves continue to be developed and builds on the diving work from session 6

Kicking & Glovework Warm Up (15 mins)
Focus: Kicking and glovework warm up
Structure:
A:
•GKs work in pairs ~10 yards apart
•Aim to complete 5 passes through the gate
•Once completed one GK moves back 5 paces. Aim to complete
another 5 passes before the other GK moves back 5 paces
•Target passes and distances can be varied depending on ability
level
•Once ‘warmed up’ progress to playing Tennis
•Use regular tennis scoring i.e. 15-0, 30-0 etc.
•A GK loses the point when they fail to return the ball through the
gate with one touch
B:
•GKs work in pairs. 1 working whilst the other feeds
•5 reps per set. 6 sets per GK
•GK starts in goal in a position to make a save
•Feeder calls a color e.g. “Yellow!” to release the GK
•GK moves to put one foot over the corresponding strip/cone before repositioning to make the save
•Sets 1-3 kick feeds
•Sets 4-6 underarm throws from a kneeling position
•Alternate which side of the goal the GKs work from
Coaching Points:
Kicking:
•Symmetrical ready position
•Balanced on the balls of feet with the ability to attack the ball when necessary – excellent preparation should make the kick save
simple
•Kick with Head over Knee over Ankle
Glovework:
•Symmetrical ready position
•Balanced on the balls of feet with the ability to attack the ball when necessary – excellent preparation should make the glove save
simple
•Head-Hand-Foot connection for all saves
•Guide the ball over the baseline where appropriate
•Right Hand: use glove ahead of stick wherever possible
•Body: use left hand to guide ball across body
Progression: N/A

Pad Saves (20 mins)
Focus:Introduction to pad saves
Structure:
•5 reps per set. 6 sets per GK
•GK starts in a position to make a save with the ball at ‘A’
•A spare GK or feeder can pass the ball from ‘A’ to either one of the
feeders (feeders can be replaced with spare GKs if required)
•GK repositions to make the pad save
•Play 1 rebound maximum per ball
Feeding:
•A: First time push/flick or two touch push/flick
•B: Two touch push/flick
Coaching Points:
•Symmetrical ready position
•Balanced on the balls of feet with the ability to attack the ball when
necessary – excellent preparation should make the pad save
simple
•Head-Hand-Foot connection for all saves
•Guide the ball over the baseline where appropriate
•Allow hands to drop down the clock face as the distance the ball gets smaller

Progression:
•Balls start at ‘B’ and can be passed to either feeder for the GK to reposition and make the pad save
•Allow the feeders to use more touches to challenge the GKs movement skills
•Play out all rebounds

Make the Save III (25 mins)
Focus: Various saves in action
Structure:
•3 reps per set (9 balls in total). 4-6 sets per GK
•GK starts in the middle of the goal
•The coach carries the ball around one of the yellow cones to feed
the first ball from ‘A’. Play out the ball until it leaves the midi-circle
•Once the first ball has been cleared the GK repositions to ‘B’
•Ball is passed from ‘B’ to the rebounding GK who kicks to score
•GK repositions with the ball to make the save
•Once the second ball has been cleared the GK repositions to ‘C’
•Ball is passed from ‘C’ to the rebounding GK who kicks to score
•Rebounding GKs (2-6) must remain inside the midi-circle and
aim to stop the kick clear and score (encourage quick rebounding)
•Play out each ball until it leaves the midi-circle
•If the ball is kicked clear between the red cones the coach always
feeds in a new ball. This feed can be varied including lifting the
ball, increasing the pace and/or encouraging the GK to dive to
make the save
•Keep score: 1pt for each ball that does not result in a goal or a penalty corner i.e. a dangerously lifted ball
Feeding:
•A: Hit (flat or lifted)
•B/C: Kick
Coaching Points:
•Various technical coaching points depending on skills used
•Key game development points include:
•Rattle the Fence – kick with power to the sidelines
•Complete the save – be ready for a rebound
•Save it as you see it – use the most appropriate kick/save i.e. left foot, right foot and/or cross kick, to get the outcome desired
Progression:
•Increase the number of rebounding GKs
•Vary the movement pattern require prior to the first shot
•Vary the starting position for each ball

Penalty Corner Defense - Drag Flick I (20 mins)
Focus: Introduction to drag flick saves
Structure:
•3-6 sets per GK; 5 reps per set
•GK starts in the goal and is released upon the feeders call
•(The feeder may need to a couple of practice flicks to get the
timing right)
•Set 1-2: Coach feeds from A low to the GKs right hand side
•Set 3-4: Coach feeds from A low to the GKs left hand side
•Set 5-6: Coach feeds from A low, alternating between sides
Feeding:
•Feeding can be varied depending on the skills of the coach,
availability of equipment and/or access to field players with
relevant skills
•Initial feeds can be hard pushes or flicks using a regular stick. As
the GKs progress it may be necessary to use a lacrosse stick or
OBO Flicka to create the necessary challenge and ease the strain
on the feeder
•Ball machines can be used during the initial sets to generate
reproducible feeds, e.g. low to the GKs right hand side, but wherever possible the final sets should be done with a stick thereby
allowing the GKs to pick up the cues required to be successful come game play
Coaching Points:
•Encourage GKs to develop a consistent routine in terms of the their preparation and execution of penalty corner defense including
their distance from the line
•Balanced and symmetrical ready position
•Track the ball
•If staying on feet previous coaching points for kicking, lunging and glovework apply
•Low dives: as with previous diving work although the GKs should be encouraged to collapse behind the ball rather than being too
explosive when making low diving saves on penalty corners
•High dives: explode to the ball
Progression:

•A->B->C
•Progress the type of feed as you move from A->B->C. Move from the prescribed feeding at A to more random feeding at B and C
including balls down the middle and at varying heights in the goal. The timing and nature of the progression will depend upon the
ability level of the GKs
•Finish with a competition set such as ‘Survive and Advance’ or most saves from a five ball set wins
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Category: Technical: Specialist Skills
Difficulty: Under 18s

Pro-Club: USA Field Hockey
Liz Tchou, Oak Island, United States of America

Description
Development of groundwork skill set to include shuffling. A variety of skills will be required for GKs to be successful during the
'Make the Save IV' game. Penalty corner defense work focuses on both saving both hit and flicked shots at goal

Kicking & Glovework Warm Up (15 mins)
Focus: Kicking and glovework warm up
Structure:
A:
•GKs work in pairs ~10 yards apart
•Aim to complete 5 passes through the gate
•Once completed one GK moves back 5 paces. Aim to complete
another 5 passes before the other GK moves back 5 paces
•Target passes and distances can be varied depending on ability
level
•Once ‘warmed up’ progress to playing Tennis
•Use regular tennis scoring i.e. 15-0, 30-0 etc.
•A GK loses the point when they fail to return the ball through the
gate with one touch
B:
•GKs work in pairs. 1 working whilst the other feeds
•5 reps per set. 6 sets per GK
•GK starts in goal in a position to make a save
•Feeder calls a color e.g. “Yellow!” to release the GK
•GK moves to put one foot over the corresponding strip/cone before repositioning to make the save
•Sets 1-3 kick feeds
•Sets 4-6 underarm throws from a kneeling position
•Alternate which side of the goal the GKs work from
Coaching Points:
Kicking:
•Symmetrical ready position
•Balanced on the balls of feet with the ability to attack the ball when necessary – excellent preparation should make the kick save
simple
•Kick with Head over Knee over Ankle
Glovework:
•Symmetrical ready position
•Balanced on the balls of feet with the ability to attack the ball when necessary – excellent preparation should make the glove save
simple
•Head-Hand-Foot connection for all saves
•Guide the ball over the baseline where appropriate
•Right Hand: use glove ahead of stick wherever possible
•Body: use left hand to guide ball across body
Progression: N/A

Groundwork I - Intro to Shuffling (15 mins)
Focus:Introduction to the second phase of groundwork, shuffling
Structure:
•1 rep per set (4 balls total). 4-6 sets per GK
•GK starts in smother position in front of the first ball (A)
•Coach pushes the first ball into the GK before immediately
moving back to play the second ball
•The GK must get close enough to the second ball using a shuffle
to make the save (B)
•The coach then immediately moves to the third ball etc.
•Alternate which side of the body the GK is playing on
Feeding:
•Push and/or flick
Coaching Points:
•Stay in contact with the floor
•Use top foot and the hand that is in contact with the floor to
explode to the ball
•Wherever possible use big, defined movements to get to the ball
rather than a lot of small ones
•Remember the key principle of position on the ground – get the ‘numbers over the ball’ wherever possible
Progression:

•Stagger the line of balls so that the GK has to shuffle laterally as well as straight behind the ball
•Progress to ‘Groundwork II’

Groundwork II (20 mins)
Focus:Development of smother skill and introduction to the
second phase of groundwork, shuffling
Structure:
•4 reps per set (8 balls total). 4-6 sets per GK
•GK starts on far post and is released on the coaches call
•Coach carries the ball towards goal to allow GK to reposition and
smother through the ball
•Play any rebounds that remain close to the GK
•As soon as the first ball is cleared the coach feeds a second ball
from the pile
Feeding:
•Carry, push or flick
Coaching Points:
Smother:
•Smother through the contact – aim to clear the ball
•‘Numbers over the ball’ and aim to make contact with the ball with
the knee area
•Use top hand to protect shoulder area
Shuffle:
•Stay in contact with the floor
•Use top foot and the hand that is in contact with the floor to explode to the ball
•Wherever possible use big, defined movements to get to the ball rather than a lot of small ones
•Remember the key principle of position on the ground – get the ‘numbers over the ball’ wherever possible
Progression:
•Vary the movement pattern prior to the save
•Add a third ball
•Add rebounders – progress to ‘Make the Save IV’

Make the Save IV (20 mins)
Focus: Various saves in action
Structure:
•4 reps per set (8 balls total). 4-6 sets per GK
•GK starts in a position to make the save from ‘A’
•Coach at ‘A’ moves the ball before shooting a goal
•Play out the ball until it leaves the midi-circle
•Once the first ball has been cleared the GK repositions to ‘B1’
•Coach at ‘B1’ can carry the ball towards the goal or choose to let
‘B2’ play
•GK repositions with the ball to make the save. If ‘B1’ carries in
then it is likely to be a smother save. If ‘B2’ plays then a standing
save is more likely
•Rebounding GKs (2-6) must remain inside the midi-circle and
aim to stop the kick clear and score (encourage quick rebounding)
•Play out each ball until it leaves the midi-circle
•If the ball is kicked clear between the red cones the coach always
feeds in a new ball. This feed can be varied including lifting the
ball, increasing the pace and/or encouraging the GK to dive to
make the save
•Keep score: 1pt for each ball that does not result in a goal or a penalty corner i.e. a dangerously lifted ball
Feeding:
•A: Hit, sweep, push or flick (random feed)
•B1: Carry
•B2: Hit, sweep, push or flick
Coaching Points:
•Various technical coaching points depending on skills used
•Key game development points include:
•Rattle the Fence – kick with power to the sidelines
•Complete the save – be ready for a rebound
•Save it as you see it – use the most appropriate kick/save i.e. left foot, right foot and/or cross kick, to get the outcome desired
Progression:
•Increase or reduce the size of the playing circle
•Add more rebounders
•Vary the type of feed from each station – depending on the number of coaches working with the GKs it may be necessary for spare
GKs to feed the ball from A and/or B2

Penalty Corner Defense (20 mins)
Focus:Penalty corner defense decision making and skill execution
Structure:
•5 reps per set. 4-6 sets per GK
•GK starts in the goal and is released upon the feeders call
•Sets 1-3: Alternate between hit and drag flick feeds
•Sets 4-6: Randomize the order of hitting and flicking
•Play out all rebounds whilst the ball is in the circle
Feeding:
•Hit or flick – lacrosse stick or OBO Flicka can be used to assist
with flicking
Coaching Points:
•Encourage GKs to develop a consistent routine in terms of the
their preparation and execution of penalty corner defense including
their distance from the line
•Balanced and symmetrical ready position
•Track the ball
•If staying on feet previous coaching points for kicking, lunging and
glovework apply
•Logging:
• Stick: Extend with both hands to the ball. Open wrist to guide ball over the baseline
• Pads: Keep eyes level. Keep hips engaged to keep ball on the ground
• Body: Keep eyes level. Use left hand to control the ball close to the body
•Diving:
• Low dives: as with previous diving work although the GKs should be encouraged to collapse behind the ball rather than being too
explosive when making low diving saves on penalty corners
• High dives: explode to the ball
Progression: N/A

2015 Goalkeeping Futures Session 9 (Recap 1-8)
Category: Technical: Specialist Skills
Difficulty: Under 18s

Pro-Club: USA Field Hockey
Liz Tchou, Oak Island, United States of America

Description
Review of key skills in action from sessions 1-8 including kicking, glovework, lunge saves , groundwork and diving. Keep score for
each game and assign points for rank position after each game (this will vary depending on the number of GKs and session
logistics). At the end of the GK session each GK will have an overall score for all the games.

Rattle the Fence II (20 mins)
Focus: Kicking in action
Structure:
•6 reps per set (3 from ‘A’ & 3 from ‘B’). 2 sets per GK
•GK starts on the far post ready to play an imaginary ball that is on
the baseline (long reposition)
•Coach moves ball to release the GK from the post
•GK aims to kick the ball out of the circle along the ground
•Rebounding GKs (2-6) must remain outside the mini-circle and
aim to stop the kick clear and score (encourage quick rebounding)
•Play out each ball until it leaves the circle
•If the ball is kicked clear between the red cones the coach always
feeds in a new ball. This feed can be varied including lifting the
ball, increasing the pace and/or encouraging the GK to dive to
make the save
•Keep score: 1pt for each ball that does not result in a goal or a
penalty corner i.e. a dangerously lifted ball
Feeding:
•Set 1: Push at a pace that requires the GK to generate power
themselves
•Set 2: Increase pace so that good timing from the GK will result in a strong clear
Coaching Points:
•Symmetrical ready position
•Balanced on the balls of feet with the ability to attack the ball when necessary – excellent preparation should make the kick save
simple
•Kick with Head over Knee over Ankle
•Rattle the Fence – kick with power to the sidelines
•Complete the save – be ready for a rebound
•Save it as you see it – use the most appropriate kick/save i.e. left foot, right foot and/or cross kick, to get the outcome desired
•Focus on the outcome of the kick
Progression:
1.Alternate short and long repositions
2.Vary the feed – bobbling feeds (the ball should still leave the circle on the turf), increase speed, vary the distance of the feed.
Coaching aids such as Katchets or Obo Deflectas can be used
3.Scoring – 1 bonus point for each ball that results in no rebounds
4.Survive and Advance competition – 1 ball per GK

Make the Save III (20 mins)
Focus: Various saves in action
Structure:
•3 reps per set (9 balls in total). 4-6 sets per GK
•GK starts in the middle of the goal
•The coach carries the ball around one of the yellow cones to feed
the first ball from ‘A’. Play out the ball until it leaves the midi-circle
•Once the first ball has been cleared the GK repositions to ‘B’
•Ball is passed from ‘B’ to the rebounding GK who kicks to score
•GK repositions with the ball to make the save
•Once the second ball has been cleared the GK repositions to ‘C’
•Ball is passed from ‘C’ to the rebounding GK who kicks to score
•Rebounding GKs (2-6) must remain inside the midi-circle and
aim to stop the kick clear and score (encourage quick rebounding)
•Play out each ball until it leaves the midi-circle
•If the ball is kicked clear between the red cones the coach always
feeds in a new ball. This feed can be varied including lifting the
ball, increasing the pace and/or encouraging the GK to dive to
make the save
•Keep score: 1pt for each ball that does not result in a goal or a penalty corner i.e. a dangerously lifted ball
Feeding:
•A: Hit (flat or lifted)
•B/C: Kick

Coaching Points:
•Various technical coaching points depending on skills used
•Key game development points include:
•Rattle the Fence – kick with power to the sidelines
•Complete the save – be ready for a rebound
•Save it as you see it – use the most appropriate kick/save i.e. left foot, right foot and/or cross kick, to get the outcome desired
Progression:
•Increase the number of rebounding GKs
•Vary the movement pattern require prior to the first shot
•Vary the starting position for each ball

Make the Save IV (20 mins)
Focus: Various saves in action
Structure:
•4 reps per set (8 balls total). 4-6 sets per GK
•GK starts in a position to make the save from ‘A’
•Coach at ‘A’ moves the ball before shooting a goal
•Play out the ball until it leaves the midi-circle
•Once the first ball has been cleared the GK repositions to ‘B1’
•Coach at ‘B1’ can carry the ball towards the goal or choose to let
‘B2’ play
•GK repositions with the ball to make the save. If ‘B1’ carries in
then it is likely to be a smother save. If ‘B2’ plays then a standing
save is more likely
•Rebounding GKs (2-6) must remain inside the midi-circle and
aim to stop the kick clear and score (encourage quick rebounding)
•Play out each ball until it leaves the midi-circle
•If the ball is kicked clear between the red cones the coach always
feeds in a new ball. This feed can be varied including lifting the
ball, increasing the pace and/or encouraging the GK to dive to
make the save
•Keep score: 1pt for each ball that does not result in a goal or a penalty corner i.e. a dangerously lifted ball
Feeding:
•A: Hit, sweep, push or flick (random feed)
•B1: Carry
•B2: Hit, sweep, push or flick
Coaching Points:
•Various technical coaching points depending on skills used
•Key game development points include:
•Rattle the Fence – kick with power to the sidelines
•Complete the save – be ready for a rebound
•Save it as you see it – use the most appropriate kick/save i.e. left foot, right foot and/or cross kick, to get the outcome desired
Progression:
•Increase or reduce the size of the playing circle
•Add more rebounders
•Vary the type of feed from each station – depending on the number of coaches working with the GKs it may be necessary for spare
GKs to feed the ball from A and/or B2

Penalty Corner Defense (20 mins)
Focus:Penalty corner defense decision making and skill execution
Structure:
•5 reps per set. 4-6 sets per GK
•GK starts in the goal and is released upon the feeders call
•Sets 1-3: Alternate between hit and drag flick feeds
•Sets 4-6: Randomize the order of hitting and flicking
•Play out all rebounds whilst the ball is in the circle
•Keep score: 1pt for each ball that does not result in a goal or a
penalty corner i.e. a dangerously lifted ball
Feeding:
•Hit or flick – lacrosse stick or OBO Flicka can be used to assist
with flicking
Coaching Points:
•Encourage GKs to develop a consistent routine in terms of the
their preparation and execution of penalty corner defense including
their distance from the line
•Balanced and symmetrical ready position
•Track the ball
•If staying on feet previous coaching points for kicking, lunging and glovework apply
•Logging:
• Stick: Extend with both hands to the ball. Open wrist to guide ball over the baseline

• Pads: Keep eyes level. Keep hips engaged to keep ball on the ground
• Body: Keep eyes level. Use left hand to control the ball close to the body
•Diving:
• Low dives: as with previous diving work although the GKs should be encouraged to collapse behind the ball rather than being too
explosive when making low diving saves on penalty corners
• High dives: explode to the ball
Progression: N/A

